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Cathedral Prep Hosts the Third Annual Project Andrew 
By: Robert Mestrandrea 

 
For the third time this year, Bishop DiMarzio visited Cathedral Prep for Project Andrew. 

Project Andrew is an event where gentlemen looking and thinking about discerning the priesthood 

come together to hear Bishop DiMarzio’s vocation story and how the priesthood came to him. He 

compared the priesthood to a ―toothache,‖ because it comes and goes. If we do not yet have a 

vocation, God is going to call us one day to whatever it may be. He also said that the next journey 

we take should be a journey of prayer. After Bishop DiMarzio’s vocation talk, the group gathered 

together for dinner and talked to the Bishop. Thank you Fr. Fonti and Bishop DiMarzio for another 

successful Project Andrew!  

  

My Experience: The Psychological Exam 
By: Joseph Krug 

 
 

There was a unique spirit that filled Cathedral on the 

Friday we were sent off to go to the psychological. I do not 

think it unfair to say that each of us possessed some timidity 

regarding the journey, but the warmth of Cathedral, especially 

with the mass and blessing, gave us the confidence to go forth to 

the crucible of the psyche that we would undergo. With the 

thrill of pilgrimage, the four of us: Patrice Legoute, Stephen 

Jankowski, Joe Siano, and I set off for the distant land of 

Pennsylvania. We took two trains: first, the subway to Penn 

Station and second, the Amtrak to Downingtown, PA.  

Once we arrived, we were picked up and driven to the 

house where the testing would take place: The St. John Vianney 

Center. The house had a special welcoming, but was clearly 

professional in nature. Only a few moments after arriving were 

we brought into a side room, instructed to drop our bags, take 

off our coats, and sit down to begin testing. 

           The exams were mostly multiple choice scantron 

questions. The point was to look for consistency regarding how 

one answered. There were also three face-to-face interviews 

with a psychologist. The first was the pastoral exam, consisting 

of questions regarding vocation and spiritual life. The second 

was a psychological overview, which went over basic life 

events trying to gauge how one looked at the world. This 

portion also had a Rorschach test, the exam based on responses 

when presented with various blots of ink. The last was an IQ 

test, which was made up of various puzzles.  

All in all, the psychological was a good experience. The 

accommodations were very nice. We had four square meals. 

The train trip was pleasant. The time we had between exams 

was spent hanging out and talking about vocation, definitely 

beneficial to anyone looking to apply to seminary. The exams 

should not discourage anyone from applying to the seminary. 

 

Cathedral Prep Mourns the Death of Monsignor John E. Mahoney 
By: John Schilling 

 
On Sunday, February 19, 2018, Monsignor John E. Mahoney passed away at New York 

Presbyterian Hospital in Queens. He was born on October 12, 1946, and ordained to the Priesthood 

on May 27, 1972. Msgr. Mahoney was no stranger to Cathedral as both an alumnus from the class 

of 1966 and a faculty member from 1978 to 1987. During those years, Msgr. Mahoney taught 

American History, English, and Religion, and served as a moderator for the Yearbook, Baseball, 

and Varsity Basketball. In addition, Msgr. Mahoney served the Diocese of Brooklyn as Pastor of 

Blessed Sacrament (Brooklyn), Our Lady of the Blessed Sacrament (Bayside), and Our Lady of 

Fatima (Jackson Heights), as well as Parochial Vicar of Sacred Heart (Glendale), Saint Rose of 

Lima (Rockaway), and Our Lady of Fatima (Jackson Heights). Msgr. Mahoney also served as 

Episcopal Vicar of Brooklyn East and was a member of the Priests’ Purgatorial Society. Prior to 

his passing, Msgr. Mahoney was retired and lived in residence at the Bishop Mugavero residence 

for Senior Priests. Msgr. Mahoney is survived by his sister, Katherine, to whom we send our 

condolences. He will be buried in Saint John’s Cemetery in Middle Village, New York. My father 

had the privilege of both knowing Msgr. Mahoney and having him as a teacher at Cathedral Prep. 

Thank you Monsignor Mahoney for your service to the priesthood and beyond! 

         Requiescat in pace. 

  THE CURRENT 
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JV Bowling Has Historic Season 
By: Donal Harnett 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This year the Cathedral Prep JV bowling team had 

one of the most impressive seasons in Cathedral Prep 

history. The team remained undefeated throughout the 

season and had the top scores in the league. Thanks to this 

and all of the hard work of all the bowlers on the JV team, 

they were able to represent Cathedral at the CHSAA A-

division championships. This is the first time one of 

Cathedral’s bowling teams made it to the ―A‖ 

championships. There they faced LaSalle High School’s 

own JV bowling team. Unfortunately, after an extremely 

close game, Cathedral Prep lost the championship to 

LaSalle. However, that loss does not change 

the fact that these bowlers made Cathedral Prep history by 

going farther than any other team before them. These 

accomplishments are all because of the amazing effort 

from Griffin Leibman, Riley Steiner, Anthony Ciappetta, 

Matthew Sacktig, Anthony Mastroianni, Joseph 

Ambrosino, and Christian Santamaria. Anthony 

Mastroianni, freshman, received the Triple Crown Award 

from the league for having the best average of 206, the 

highest game at 258, and for the best series of 671. LaSalle 

may have defeated us this year, but Crusaders don't stay 

down for long and Cathedral will be back next year to take 

the championship.

 

Devastating Shooting in Florida Reignites Gun Control Debate 
By: Thomas Daudelin 

 

On Tuesday, February 13th, people around the world were shocked 

to hear news of another school shooting in Parkland, Florida. The shooter, 

Nikolas Cruz, broke into the building with an AR-15 rifle, killing 17 

students and staff before fleeing the appalling scene and being apprehended 

by police shortly afterwards. The ex-student, known by his classmates to be 

mentally disturbed, was known to be in possession of at least two firearms. 

The unfortunate event has encouraged several students to speak out, calling 

on lawmakers to pass legislation to ban fully automatic weapons in the 

United States. Whilst this event was terribly sad and devastating, the sorrow, 

remembrance, and anger of their fellow classmates will hopefully move 

lawmakers to take action against their melancholy blight upon our country. 

 

 

The Next Stage of Technology 
By: Eryk Baginski 

 
Technology is a major aspect of daily life. It is only a 

matter of time until machines are fully integrated with humans 

and other machines. The next state of technology would be the 

concept of ―Internet of Things.‖ Internet of Things is the idea 

that ordinary objects are turned into ―smart‖ objects that interact 

with their environment, measure and analyze data, and perform 

other functions. For example, a smart light bulb would turn 

itself off when not in use and a smart refrigerator would keep 

track of the amount of food inside. These smart objects would 

be able to communicate with the user through smartphones and 

various networks. The idea is to get everything in the world 

more interconnected. Twenty-five years ago, Mark Weiser, a 

computer scientist at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

in Cambridge, predicted the concept of Internet of Things. He 

described the future of technology in three waves. The first 

wave brought basic computing and introduced the world to the 

realm of computers. The second wave is interconnectivity. 

People would become more connected to each other through 

smartphones and other networks. The third wave is the Internet 

of Things that would fully integrate human life and machines. 

Each smart object is built with 

different materials. Some have 

GPS sensors, cameras, and 

microphones. Others have 

accelerometers that measure 

how fast an object speeds up 

or slows down. 

The materials used to 

build a smart object depends 

on the function of the object. 

Security is a major issue with 

the Internet of Things. The 

smart objects have low security which makes them vulnerable to 

hackers. Hackers can easily access the smart object network and 

obtain the information the object is collecting. The Internet of 

Things has its ups and downs, but nevertheless it is the next step 

for technology. The fact of the matter is that we are becoming 

more connected with our devices and it is only a matter of time 

until we are fully integrated with these machines. 

  

(Photo Credit: pinsdaddy.com) 

(Photo Credit:  follownews.com) 
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Journey to Greatness 4.0  
By: Sebastian Rosas 

 

If you want to be a well-rounded man, you must not engage in the following three success-

killing behaviors: 

 

1. COMPLAINING: When you complain, you are sending a few clear messages to others: 

a. ―I am insecure, and need to feel validated by you agreeing with my complaints.‖ 

b. ―Everything looks bad to me. I will not be happy no matter what.‖ 

c. ―I am not courageous enough to confront my problems myself, and I use 

complaints as my excuse to not take action.‖ 

d. ―I am selfish, and everything has to go my way, or I can’t be happy.‖ 

 

Solution: Think before you speak! Instead or spewing negativity at first impulse, control 

yourself, and realize that your complaints won’t solve ANYTHING, and won’t make people 

admire or respect you. 

 

2. CRITICIZING: When you criticize, or gossip, it brings 

two main consequences with it: 

a. It causes your peers to lose all trust in you, for fear of 

them also being talked about behind their backs. They may 

listen to you, and even join in on the gossip, but know that they 

too are criticizing YOU. 

b. Criticizing others shows a huge lack of self-

confidence/self-love, as you seek to edify your position to 

others by abusing another person's. What you don't know is that 

you are actually showing others how sick your heart is and how 

desperate you are for others to like you. 

 

Solution: The practical tip/solution I can give you is to 

approach the person you are planning to criticize, and get to 

know them. Listen to them and try to understand their situation. 

3. COMPARING: When you compare yourself to others, 

you absolutely kill your chances to lead a happy and successful 

life. You are on a PERSONAL journey to become great, so be 

YOU. You are a beautiful creation of God, and are on this Earth 

for a reason. When you look at what you ―think‖ you lack 

(looks, success, wealth, intelligence, etc.), compared to others, 

you fall into the sin of envy, and insult God's wisdom, who 

made you how you are. 

 

Solution: Simply, be YOU. Don't worry about what others think 

of you. Their thoughts won't make you richer, more 

successful/attractive, and it won't add value to your life. Try 

this: Be genuinely yourself for a full week, eliminate façades, 

and learn to love yourself and life. Use this quote: “Live, and 

let live.” 

 

 

Christopher Kircher: A Day in the Life of a Seminarian 
By: Kevin Plut 

 

The following article was submitted to The Current’s Kevin Plut by Christopher Kircher, an alumnus from the 

class of 2017 and current seminarian at the Cathedral Seminary House of Formation. 

 

 

I have finally decided 

to write something for The 

Current and it took only five 

years! For those who do not 

know me, mainly the 

freshman class, my name is 

Christopher Kircher and I 

graduated Cathedral Prep last 

year. I chose Cathedral Prep 

as my high school because it 

was designed for young men 

discerning their vocations. I 

have decided to continue my 

discernment to the priesthood at Cathedral Seminary 

House of Formation, more commonly known as 

Douglaston. My first semester here was amazing. We 

have seminarians from six different dioceses: 

Scranton, Brooklyn, Rockville Centre, Albany, 

Syracuse, and the Archdiocese of New York.  

A day at Douglaston starts at 6:45 AM when we 

start the day with Morning Prayer and a Holy Hour. 

After the Holy Hour, we have classes at St. John’s 

University. The next item on our agenda is Mass at 

5:30. Then we have dinner where I sometimes run into 

some familiar faces—Joe Krug and Mike Murphy—

who both work with the dining staff at Douglaston. 

After we eat, we are normally free. 

People think that seminarians just pray and 

study every moment we have at the seminary. When 

Cathedral came to Douglaston for All Saints Day, for 

Mass with Bishop DiMarzio, I was really glad to see 

all of the students and faculty. It was nice to spend the 

day with all of you. 

While reflecting on my experience at Cathedral 

Prep and my past semester at Cathedral Seminary 

House of Formation, I have had a prayerful experience 

and my discernment of a vocation to the priesthood is 

growing every day. The best advice that I can offer any 

of you who are discerning is to reach out to a priest, 

whether it be Father Fonti, your pastor, or just a priest 

you meet in your life. The smallest interaction or 

conversation can leave a major impact on your life and 

the priest’s life. God works in funny ways sometimes. 

 

Special Thanks to Christopher Kircher! 
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John’s Reel Reviews: Black Panther 
By: John Schilling 

The recent release of Marvel’s Black Panther leaves moviegoers and comic book fans with a new thriller 

that truly revolutionizes the movie world as we know it. Directed by Ryan Coogler, the film takes place in the 

wake of the events of Marvel’s Captain America: Civil War (2016) and focuses on T’Challa, also known as the 

Black Panther, and the African nation of Wakanda. From the praise it has received all over the world, to the 

success the film has had at the box office, it is very clear Black Panther will go down as one of the best 

installments in the MCU. 

The film’s 

overall success 

can be 

accredited to a 

variety of 

factors, 

including the 

cast, direction, 

and messages  

conveyed. 

Chadwick 

Boseman 

portrays the 

courageous yet 

calm T’Challa/ 

Black Panther 

with an 

exceptional 

performance 

and a real 

unique, refreshing representation of what a true hero is. 

The film focuses on T’Challa’s struggles and reminds 

us that while he may be a superhero, he is still a human 

being in need of balance. One of these struggles comes 

in the antagonist of the film, known as Erik 

Killmonger, played by Michael B. Jordan. Jordan also 

offers a very impressing performance as Killmonger, 

and because of this succeeds in making the audience 

sympathize with his devious desires. Some fans have 

already said that Killmonger may be ―the best MCU 

villain,‖ which may hold some merit as Jordan made 

the character his own and gave it his all. Killmonger is 

accompanied by another very cunning villain in 

Ulysses Klaue (played by Andy Serkis), who returns 

from Avengers: Age of Ultron (2015) and reminds us 

why Serkis should act in more roles as himself instead 

of motion capture characters. The rest of the cast 

includes: Lupita N’yongo, Martin Freeman, Forest 

Whitaker, Danai Gurira, Letitia Wright, Angela 

Bassett, and Winston Duke, who all serve their 

purpose in the film as the plot requires. With that being 

said, no one really falls short of a well-done 

performance, which is a very hard task for a film to 

achieve. 

In terms of the direction, the film provides us 

with an example of how a comic book movie should be 

done, and it’s all centered around simplicity and proper 

pacing. A common complaint with this film is that it’s 

too slow at some parts and too fast at other parts. 

However, such pacing is not excessive and is applied 

appropriately. Naturally, the opening will be slower 

because it’s setting up the story and the climax will be 

faster because it’s hard to keep the audience engaged. 

For this reason, the complaint is definitely misguided. 

As for simplicity, the film’s main conflict is not 

extreme with an evil god-like entity torturing the world 

or too basic in a bank robbery type of villain, but 

balanced in a man out for revenge, arguably for all the 

right reasons. This film conveys an indirect theme of 

things not being what they may seem and this is made 

evident through the state of Wakanda, Killmonger’s 

motives, and the past sins of T’Chaka, the late father of 

T’Challa. As a result, this motivates T’Challa to right 

the wrongs of the past, creating a driving force of 

action in the plot. There is one particular fight scene in 

this film between T’Challa and Killmonger and, while 

you should be rooting for T’Challa, the film may very 

well persuade you to root for Killmonger. This isn’t to 

say that T’Challa is bad, but the excellent writing the 

film possesses really calls into question good vs. evil 

and right vs. wrong. Ultimately, you can see 

Killmonger as wrong because while his motives are 

justified, he goes about obtaining what he wants the 

wrong way. 

  Black Panther succeeds where past comic book 

movies have failed in that it arguably has multiple 

villains. Due to the endless amount of villains 

available at a director’s disposal, it’s very easy for 

directors to overcrowd a movie with too many villains, 

as seen with Sam Raimi’s Spider-Man 3 (2007) and 

Marc Webb’s The Amazing Spider-Man 2 (2014), 

which ultimately doomed each of their franchises. In 

Black Panther, each villain serves his purpose and then 

goes away until he is needed again, as opposed to 

lingering around and causing simultaneous havoc. 

While this may sound like a simple solution, it’s a 

solution that works and allows Killmonger to shine as 

the main villain, but not feel overshadowed by the 

lesser important ones in the film. This is most 

definitely a bullet that Black Panther effectively 

dodges.  

In the end, Black Panther doesn’t fail to 

entertain comic book fans, let alone the typical 

moviegoer. The film conveys not only a strong 

message in seeing things for what they truly are, but a 

sense of making things right, which is never too old to 

promote. Some controversy has recently been caused 

with the release of this film due to a misconception and 

false reports made by many that this film is strictly for 

the black community, since it marks the first time a 

black superhero has been on the big screen in this 

specific capacity. While this film is revolutionary for 

the black community, Black Panther is for everyone 

and this has been said on numerous occasions by the 

cast. With that in mind, go see Black Panther, a 

crowd-pleasing, extraordinary film that is easily the 

best superhero movie since The Dark Knight Rises 

(2012). 

 

(Photo Credit: fanart.tv) 
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Response: President Trump and the State of the Union  
By: Joseph Foley 

 

 
(Photo Credit:  USA Today) 

 

To some it may appear as if the United States has been 

spun into an eternal damnation after the election, inauguration, 

and first year of President Donald John Trump. If we are to be 

honest with ourselves and the country, many prophesied world 

views of a Trump presidency have been utterly destroyed by his 

execution of office in his first year as Commander-in-

chief.  Proudly, I can say that Donald Trump has been the most 

conservative President in my short life.   

Now it is important to be very specific when I use terms 

like conservative, because in today’s day and age that simple 

term can attribute horrible motifs to people, such as racism and 

bigotry, which are blatantly false.  A conservative is someone 

who values economic efficiency, lower spending, increased 

military strength, increased domestic strength, belief in 

founding values, lower taxes, patriotism, freedom of religion, 

and, of course, the least government interference as 

possible.  Donald Trump has stayed true to most of these 

ideologies during his short time as President.   

According to the White House, ―We have killed or 

stalled 860 pending regulations.‖ This regulation cutting has 

been key to the continued economic growth the stock market 

has been seeing.  According to CNN, ―the DOW has jumped 

7,000 points or 40% since Trump’s election.‖  The President’s 

non-interventional view of businesses has provided this steady 

yet rapid growth in both the DOW and NASDAQ.   

Trump has also successfully filled the vacant Supreme 

Court seat left by the great Antonin Scalia. It was a tough seat to 

fill because of Scalia’s staunch record of conservatism, but 

Trump made a great selection in Neil Gorsuch.  He was 

confirmed by a small majority in the Senate after Majority 

Leader, Mitch McConnell, used the nuclear option to suspend 

the rules and pass the Justice on a simple majority. 

Trump has also made strides in defending our allies and 

foes in the Middle East from the deadly claws of ISIS.  As of 

today, we can say that the United States has successfully 

defeated the ISIS presence in both Iraq and Syria, and reclaimed 

the swaths of land taken by the terrorist group. This victory can 

be attributed to Donald Trump’s initiative to roll back some of 

the rules of engagement for ground troops and allowed the 

trained freedom fighters to do their jobs. 

Donald Trump has finally ordered for the U.S embassy 

in Israel to be moved from Tel Aviv to Jerusalem, their eternal 

capital. He also imposed stricter sanctions on Russia and North 

Korea.   

Unfortunately, this image or side of the story is left 

forgotten by the attacks made against the President from the 

liberal media.  It is easy to see a bias in the coverage presented 

by the major news networks. Trump has fired back on them 

very strongly and sometimes not in the best way possible.   

To put it in simple terms, the State of the Union is good 

and strong, but it is important for a properly functioning 

republic that the people be well informed.  It is necessary to 

hear differing opinions, since our country was founded on these 

ideas and it is vital we not forget that.  As the great President 

Ronald Reagan once said, ―Freedom is never more than one 

generation away from extinction.‖ 

 

 

 

Please note: The views expressed are those of Mr. Foley, not 

necessarily those of The Current. Readers are invited to 

respond to Mr. Foley’s article by submitting their own opinion 

to The Current. Email articles or letters to 

current@cathedralprep.org to submit any writing for 

consideration. 

  

mailto:current@cathedralprep.org
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New Opportunity: Senior Python Coding 
By: Fernando Ronconi 

 

Last semester, Cathedral Prep gave the seniors 

the opportunity of taking a Physics course with Mr. 

Danny Dilone, a seminarian, in order to supplement 

their schedule. This semester, seniors are being given 

another opportunity and that is to take a course in 

Python coding. This course seems very promising, 

allowing students to learn the basics of coding in a 

series of classes on Wednesday afternoons. In order to 

assess how much they have learned, the seniors will 

also be doing coding at home, which will get 

increasingly difficult as the course goes on. Hopefully, 

this class will allow students to expand their interests 

and explore the world of coding in a classroom setting. 

 

 

OUTCRY: A Call for Reform 
By: Gracchus Tiberius 

 

 

Gentlemen of Cathedral Prep, I speak to you on a most urgent matter, far more 

pressing than much that will come before or after it. It is a matter, besieging the 

most basic values of democracy, fair play, and human decency. It is a matter of 

the future of this house, posing a dangling question mark above the future 

students of this school. It is a matter regarding the appointment of our head 

men. 

As one may know, the school does not elect its headmen. Instead, a clandestine House of 

Electorates, consisting of two men, chooses who shall be given such an honor. Typically, the 

candidates are those who submit the application required for said job. However, a grave injustice has 

been done. Rather than choose the only candidate who put forth such an application, the Electorates 

went to another student and purposely beseeched him to take upon himself the office of headman, an 

honor which he graciously accepted. Whilst said action is not held against the incumbent whom I 

hold in high regard and esteem, such cannot be said for the gentlemen who executed such a horrid 

plot, a stain upon Cathedral’s retreating value of democracy, seemingly breaking under the ever-

growing yoke of autocracy and favoritism. In light of this coup, I submit the following reforms to 

radically change the governance of the student body and to make fairer the life of a student here at 

Cathedral Prep: 

 

1. The reintroduction of the office of President and Vice-President of Cathedral Prep. 

2. The reintroduction of free and open elections amongst the Student Body. 

3. More power for the President to create legislation affecting said Body. 

 

Only the introduction of these reforms can ensure the return of the fruits of liberty deserved by 

the populace of Cathedral Prep and the continuity of peace and good-will thereof. 

 

Signed,  

 
Disclaimer: The Current in no way, shape or form responsible for the 

wrath of Mr. Tiberius. Please note: The views expressed are those of Mr. 

Tiberius, not necessarily those of The Current. Readers are invited to 

respond to Mr. Tiberius’ article by submitting their own opinion to The 

Current. Email articles or letters to current@cathedralprep.org to submit 

any writing for consideration. 

  

Code on, gang! 
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Poem: A Paraphrase of St. John of the 

Cross’ Compendium of Perfection 
By: Joseph Krug 

Herein, the secret to eternal life, 

As written by the Doctor Mystical, 

Who did discern with the sharp knife of prayer, 

These four tenets to peace throughout all strife: 

 

Forget, my friend, all things created here 

Which do so damage all our best intent, 

And to the Good Lord blind our virtue’s eye, 

That you might now be freed from evil fear. 

 

Remember, soul, the good Creator Blest, 

Who has made thee with all the greatest care, 

And gave His only Son for us to die 

And therefore to enter into His rest. 

 

Attend to the actions of thine own soul 

Within which lies the key to God’s own heart. 

For through prayer will come God’s great peace divine, 

That we might restore health unto the Whole. 

 

Let thy beloved be thine only love, 

That without end thou might enjoy true peace. 

For Love: Free, Faithful, Total, Fruitful be, 

And falls upon the earth like fairest dove. 

 

Follow these precepts, my good brother dear, 

That thou shalt always find the Good God near. 

Academic Achievement Awards 

For the 1st Semester 
 

 

Congratulations to the following students for earning a GPA of 

85 or higher for the 1
st
 Semester: 

Freshmen: 

Robert Balacich, Jaden Calle, Francis Camastro, Joseph Candela, 

Matthew Censullo, Alexander Chen, David Cotrina, Antonio Coyoc, 

Michael Franke, Michael Guarneri, Zachary Kisonas, Albert Legacki, 

Rodolfo Lezama, John Lizano, Anthony Longo, Emmanuel Makayan, 

Matthew Martinez, Anthony Mastroianni, Jonathan Mercado, Michael 

O’Brien, James Otazo, Justin Palta, Joshua Rampioray, Peter Rao, 

Patrick Rubi, Christopher Santagata, Joshuah Tavarez, Robert 

Vazquez, Daniel Vizhnay. 

Sophomores: 

Clifford Ambroise, Eryk Baginski, Jasha Basila, Jan Bierowiec, 

Andrew Chalmers, Anthony Ciappetta, Andrew Cordova, Thomas 

Daudelin, Matthew Davies, Aaron DeLeon, Ariel Demarchi, Elias 

Diaz, Anthony DiPalma, Christopher Flood, Emilio Gallo, Sebastian 

Guzman, Alexander Lomas, Eric Ochoa, Kyle Opao, Matthew Sacktig, 

Jason Samuels, Menzo Tucker, Jack Vizhnay, Christopher 

Vollmerhausen. 

Juniors: 

Peter Brancale, Johnathan Caceres, Anthony Camastro, Garret 

Connelly, John Corcoran, Jonathan DeSilvestri, Steven Duran, 

Sebastian Garzon, Antonio Goncalves, Anthony Leone, Kevin 

Maguire, Francis Oliva, Mario Olmedo, Christopher Pham, Kevin Plut, 

MarcAnthony Ramos, Andres Siguencia, Rafael Silva, Jin Woo. 

Seniors: 

Emmanuel Ambroise, Daniel Berhan, Yann Camara, Richard Cisneros, 

Nikola Fitissov, Joseph Foley, Anthony Haran, Donal Harnett, Neil 

Hickey, Stephen Jankowski, Rasheed Kelly, Joseph Krug, Johan 

Larsen, Daniel Maher, Peter Munoz, Michael Murphy, Steven 

Osojnak, Fernando Ronconi, Sebastian Rosas, Christopher Saillant, 

John Schilling, Jose Solorzano, Kyle Sumprer, Joseph Tuseo, Loik 

Uddin, Cian Walsh, Adam Zajkowski, Juan Zapata, Joshua Zayas. 

 

Academic Renewal Awards: 

Upper House- Johan Larsen 

Lower House- Andrew Cordova 

 

 

 

 

Cathedral Prep Announces 

2
nd

 Semester Headmen 

 
The following gentlemen have been selected to serve as 

Headmen for the 2
nd

 Semester:  John Schilling (Senior), Kevin 

Plut (Junior), Jasha Basila (Sophomore), and Peter Rao 

(Freshman). 

Congratulations and Good Luck! 

 

 

Anthony Leone Named to the CHSAA All Division “B” Team 
 

 

Congratulations and Good Luck to Junior Anthony Leone! 
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     Andrew’s Amazing Art (a.k.a. AAA) By: Andrew Chalmers                                          Cathedral Prep Jumble 
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LOVE GURU #4 
By: Christopher Pham 

 
1. What do farmers give their wives on Valentine's Day?  

             Hogs and kisses. 

2. What is the true purpose of Valentine's Day? 

             To remind single people they are single. 

3. Why didn’t the skeleton want to send any Valentine’s Day cards? 

             His heart wasn’t in it. 

4. What did the circle say to the triangle on Valentine’s Day? 

             I think you’re acute. 

 

―You know you’re in love when you can’t fall asleep because reality is finally 

better than your dreams.‖ 

–Dr. Seuss 

 

 

                                 
 

 
 

POLL: 

What content do you think 
The Current should include 

in future issues? 

All serious suggestions are 
welcome! 

Please write your 
suggestion(s) below, cut this 

out, and submit to Mrs. 
Gluszak or any of our 
editors. Thank You! 

__________________________

__________________________

__________________________

______ 

Interested in writing for The Current? Attend one of our staff meetings- every 
Thursday morning in the SLR at 7:30 AM. All are welcome! 

 

 


